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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
As social work developed, the use of psychiatric help became more
common as a peurt of the social treatment* Social work Itself aims at a
prevention of mental illness* Also, social work takes part in the treat-
ment of mental illness* On some occasions, case-work is not sufficient
and it is necessary to obtain psychiatric help in the course of the treat-
ment* If psychiatric treatment is secured, however, the social treatment
is not withdrawn, but on the contrary intensified* A close cooperation
exists then between psychiatry and social work*
Also, the science of psychiatry has developed to such an eoctent
that there is much loss prejudice towards the practice of it due to an
increased understanding of its principles by lay people* Also, this
form of treatment is far more accessible than in years past*
The main obstacle in obtaining this type of treatment for many
people is now financial rather than intellectual, and there are gradual-
ly more opportunities for the masses to profit by psychiatric treatment*
This has been furthered by the establishment of more child guidance
clinics, more psychiatric clinics in hospitals, and more psychiatric con-
sultants in social aigencies*
Although there are now increasing facilities, they are still in-
adequate* Even though it is not rare for social agencies to obtain the
cooperation of child guidance centers or psychiatric clinics, actuadly
the lack of psychiatrists and the lack of a sufficient number of clinics
ill'*' Jd..":
/Tr I
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©nOTB «fiii'04id qlofi 1o »ey eri^ ^b«<lo£»v^b ^low JD^ioca aA -
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ed& ct ^husq ahcnr Lbir>cn .asenlXl ’"aitaeat lo aoX^t^tvcnq
li’neXci'ilya c^oa ei i'iov -aeao .axoieaaao eix e aO «atsnXXi lo d^ReSW !’ x‘ j,
wl'Bi' a? :X i^
oii;^ lo oenwoo eti^ tti oii^iAldo^rq alBido oS ftaaaeooc ai oiga '
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. ’low Jjiiooa bna \7id«XiAt»t 8q iteendod ts»dS sda Ixa
M
dcadxo a* dot«8 cd i>oqoX«vob n»d x’loelno-^BC lo roix^ioa exid ^rslA iM
XU) od BUD di lo ooXdoaaq oxi> Bi/tavod oo2oin,enq eaoX tloum si mexfd darii
•iilJ ,oaXiL .aXqooq )piX ^o' »«Xqio.r.iiq adi lo 3r,fforuid«*i:?ba<i boaaoioRi
I
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YiUM lol dnatfdao’id lo ©qvd Bid^ jnlfriadoo ai oXoadado axARi oriT
-XBiibjri '1 0*10 tn«4d wu
,
taodooXXodcl oaxid tcxLNrT XxtcooAnXl won ai ©Xqooq
,dn«V5d"en[d vtiiBidoxzq v;d dlloiq od ai 2 UJUi axid ncl aaldirUidioqqo oral
aoajl>i>L'7 bILIo one.*! lo dxxonriaiXvajeo orfd i»<*ioxtdnol nead cad ifidT
-fu^o o*Sd»- iro\fcq oioff bna ^alsdlraoxl nl eoiatXo oi'xdaixioY*^ tnofl- ^aoiniXo
^
'
.aoiox^oja laXooa ai edoodXoa
-cl XLida «*to x«i{d ^aeldiXXoal ^alBattoal woa o*ub nodd dgooddlA
•xld cJtatdo od aoioaoja Xaiooa *xol o*un doc ai di j^oodd iiori! .odai/pobA
4'
4
XlLfludoa ^B^laifo oiidAlxio\sq *10 a*todxxao eanaolu^ bXirfo lo noida'ioqcoo
•12
aoieiXo Ic 'lodffO'C dxwXcillixx: a lo sioaX »xid bca adsiida Ldovsq lo ;^oaX
(
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2makes it nearly in^ossible to work jointly with a psychiatrist on a
merely preventive level
.
Often psychiatric help is given only when the problem is already
deeply rooted. Often it is only when such a problem is recognized in
children by the parents, friends or by workers in social agencies that
it is referi^d to a child guidance or other service giving psychiatric
consultation. Frequently it is submitted to the inevitable delay of
weeks or months, due to the long waiting list of those institutions.
Sometimes a social agency answers the problem by appointing a
psychiatrist to its own staff. Often this psychiatrist will work at
j
the agency one or two days a week and provide consultations and discus-
sions of cases with the staff or actually give treatment to some of the
clients. This is an ideed arrangement which, of course, is not possible
in every agency due to a lack of funds.
Sometimes agencies, such as hospitals, that refer a child to the
Childiren’s Mission, have already been aware of the need of the child for
psychiatric treatment and therefore have offered this child the opportu-
nity of attending their psychiatric clinic. In such cases, there is a
close cooperation between the social services of both agencies involved.
j
The principles implied in this study are generally accepted. The worker
|
will present a variety of situations to show how these principles work
or do not work in actual operation.
"What is being done in the agencies where no psychiatrist is work-
ing on the staff? How do the case workers obtain the psychiatric help
needed? Inhere do they apply? What happens to the clients while waiting
for psychiatric help? What happens to those vdxo did not get this help?
’’
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A no ^ain;tAijr!a’^»q a si&t* ai-iow ot eJ[diB«oqnr a«>iA«
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. I»v»X «»T ccfxiA’rtyiq X'^s'xan
\bA9\l» nl iBftldoiq erti- «©dw \Lap amt^ i^i ox*xvAir!©\*q sx^»&10
iif fc*sictsoo€r: el jaftWciq a rir*ua xsedw el' &i a»4"r0 .I)»^;^oo*l
£.8lone^ Iei;9o& al a*x03^icw '<;-J to BXiSielnl. eiij ^cf aeiGiid*
oht;^*lf?OY*^ S^Xvlg eoi^noa letiJ-o *io ooujablA^ blirfo e oJ^ beittelet si &t
»*
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.A ^iildaloqq» xd aslcJCtq ortff fetweru* ^cjixosb r«lo‘>a a G«ifii:tt».iroS
t
aftcw XXlvr d-Blt:f*/rio\»iT eiritf wo ts;Ji o^ ieliABxrfnyeq*
>euoelb bn* caci;tAc)'li;;8iic3 efcivot't bne >e©w e ewb ow:f to eno xtae-^
oili 10 8S08 cd ^rii yflAw<toe to Jlec^e i\&t« soaAO lo oaoiej
f;
eWlstoq ;i^or el ,etrt«oo "^o tnere^raTia LefcM f» tl eial
*dhtn > 1o xfeei A tt litio '^itve nl
®rf± liXi/lo e tolot ^nUi^ilqzoii aa ric: •. ,a©loae^ secxlctwioS
tol blUlo od& lo boon sxlcf to otAW/j ae*?.-* '^beetle ©veii ^nolaelU e*t:«nf/£lriO
•xi^toqqo ofi^ bXino al5^ betollo ovAri etc^otojid’ hm iitoic^Atn^ olt^lAifiox®*?
A fl ttorit «B©8Ao riru/t ill »o.lcIIo olnr^ tdo^zq tladJ ^ciba»d1f» to
.benrXoTcJ BOioxiesA rl:fod lo BBoItnts Islooc adl ae««ried ^i iJAtoqcoo e<oI»
taitow edi .b»;^qeooA \XlAt©fi©j «*ia ai/iJ^ aL »«xXq*i aaXqloaltq bA'^
y*toir aeXqiooitrf eiori;f wcuf woria oi BAoidAif^la lo (^Birter a ;/no80tq XXlw
,aoi;lAtoco iAi/ioA ft! ioa ob.to
-itow ai J’eitJAldo'^aq oc oto/io aoIooo^a oxU al Boot jclod il iBdf!
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jxtldLsw bIIAw s:fnBilo bAA o;^ exiotjqer txXqqa xerf;t ob otadlir fboboofl
fqXoK ctA^ &B;i doc Mb ortw ©aorfd cd cxioqqAd deifJif TqXcn oltdAiriq^aq tol
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These are some of the questions that the writer will try to an-
swer. It is the scope of this study to find out how an agency that has
no psychiatric consultant meets the need of psychiatric help for its
clients
•
For this puiT)ose, the writer chose to study a private agency, the
Children’s Mission to Children, which is a medical child placing agency.
The agency’s files on all cases of children who were referred for or ac-
tually received psychiatric help during the years 1947 and 1948 were
studied. Several tables and a schedule were used for this purpose.
Twenty-three caees were found in the files. All of them were studied,
but only eleven were illustrated in the study. Those used were chosen
as being most representative to the different points discussed in the
study.
The twenty-three cases were divided into different groups accord-
ing to whether they were referred by the Mission for consultation only,
or for psychiatric treatment by the Mission, other agencies and both.
This groupment was made to illustrate the methods of referral.
Although the work of the Mission is done with both the children
and their parents as well, and although it happens sometimes that some
other member of the family of a child under the care of the Children’s
Mission receives ceisework or psychiatric help as well, it wais decided
that the case presented in this study would include only the children
actually under care of the Mission.
In preparing for the return of a child placed in a foster-home to
his family, it happened sometimes that the workers had to refer some mem-
~a« of LLfv iei:tw arid iM.fS tnolf2«:-, orf «aca e*i4 enailT
e-iri darii ?aise^ xu wo/f d^tro Jboil of »xrid "^o aqooe arid 4li dl .tawa
ed-J *!0i qloil oHda trio^Br lo haan arid adaau fiurflveari^ oI’tfjsxar^Bq' oa
‘
"
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o r ,x®uagr aduviiq a '^^bi'da ad aaor'c nad'-iw erfj .ea^cfUKT slri:; io^ -- ~
*^^93* ^uidalq b£tiio iaoxbaai m E.f Loixhr ,c»^bl‘f.0 cd aoiEsl^i a '.:*rii>XxriG
«“0a *xc 10I bavtale*! artaik criw i'-aiiXirio *to sasjao XI» no sar/1 s’^ocssa ?>riT
eiow 6^9 / bo* VK I ttM9\ arid ^niit b qX’r.ii ri^daCriaxdq bariao^?*! 'fllaud
.eeoqnuq aKrid -10': baai’ anew elaboriaa a J?c\e s«>Idad lanarag .baibt/ria
,baibx;d« anaw fcc.id lo IXA .»;oIil erid rri bxtuol enew oatao •<‘tsif-\fr.tm7
‘
>
naacrio a-ia* baax. aaoriT .^'J5L'7a arid ai enaw aanaia \ica d«d
arid ai baaswoeia adaioq dnanaVixt* arid od aridadfieetncan d»or gaiotf aa
. **bwda
-incooM aqooa^ daenallxb cdtxi boblvit anew saaao ©MriJ-ipteewd xilT
*Ylne ooifMflutaoo ncl noxaexM arid \ri b<melan anew x^rfd ’lOidariw od jrri
.ridori boM aaioxie^a -laridc ^nclaalli arid daeridwand olifj»ldo\Bq nol no
r.V'
.lannetiin lo Bhorid«e arid adirndwIXi 4d ebaar eav doa^nquon^ tiriT
ofcnbllrio arid ridori ridiw aoab »i aoi» 8-02 arid lo shear arid rijuorfdlA
aii«^ 8 dadd eaaidomoa aneqqxrri dX ri^coridl# bo* »XI'^ a# edtsanaq niorid bn*
£*a®nbl‘^rt0 arid lo anao arid nabr;< bX/rio a lo '^XxrM' ojfd lo nadjoac: narido
baoloab raw di ^XXbfw aa qXari oJtfMhioxoq no ^cnrB»^o oeTieoan> nbieeil^
aenMiria arid x-^ obtrloai tlvom xbi^a aXrid ai I'Wdri^asnq eoao arid darid
r
vnoiarlK arid lo anaa nabxu/ viXomfoM
-i,
of a«cd-nadaol p ai baosXq blhio * lo x.ntrdan orid nol ^xxhjiqanq 3
««aa c>* oa nalen od bari aneinow ux-.d daxtd tooLifumoo aaao a«ri di eiri
t
M’
bers of the faiflily to a psychiatrist. Although such work was sometimes
handled by the Children's Mission worker exclusively, the case was rare
and not sufficiently representative to be included in this study.
Besides a broad study of all the cases referred, a detailed dis-
cussion on several representative cases will be given.
The study of the cases chosen for anedysis will be limited to the
method of referral to psychiatric agencies and the acceptsmce of the
ca^es by those agencies. No attempt will be made to eveduate the work
done by the psychiatrist nor the results obtained.
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CHAPTER II
THE AGENCY HISTORY AND. FURCTION
The Children’s Mission to Children was founded in 1849 when a
little girl by the name of Feoinie Merrill became interested in founding
a club to help poor children. The club became the Children’s Mission.
Funds were raised by children in Sunday Schools, and even today it is a
tradition to raise money in certain Sunday Schools in the Boston area at
Easter time, so that actually a part of the Mission’s budget is still
given by children.
In the early days of its development, the Children’s Mission was
primarily concerned with keeping neglected children out of the streets
as indicated by the following passage in one of its early reports:
To create a special mission to the poor, ignorant, neglected
children of this city; to gather them into day and Sunday schools;
to procure places and employment for them; and generally, to
adopt and pursue such measures as would be most likely to save
or rescue them from vice, ignorance, and degradation.^
The mesisures to be taken were not clearly set forth, nor was the
phrase "poor, ignorant neglected" properly defined. At that time social
work was negligible and little differentiation was made between the care
of children and adults. Children mingled with adults in poor houses,
almshouses and jadls. The Children’s Mission was one of the veiy first
agencies to specialize in social work with children.
It was not long after 1849 that Brace, the well-known American
1 William Crosby, Superintendent’s Annual Repord;, May 1899. "The
Fiftieth Annual Report of the Children’s Mission to the Children of the
Destitute," p.ll.
2^31 al !>ei>jea/o!l asv, aoiblitiZ o:S nQi&ftlii ffdT
al tt>&sej9;f-ajt fitnjfo^d U2nm^ plsuiv’i osuu #jit Jii3
t 'Jz&rtblIdD ori^ trjMo^ 6clo <?..y .ao^bll/fc *^^eq qX*»I <^cf' d;. £© c
JB tl dx vsiDod jcwr« fcfte »i.Ioodo2 ypbatiZ ni no*ifcXiri« 5«>ai4n ci)r-Xf^
da jearui aodsoS «rid ai tiltxidoZ \fibjouZ oi i^i*c0ft o^xsi cd ncidiaxiad
XXida «f do^^ijx/d •’aolaaiM. add lo d-:a<’ * {(Ixiiidas djorid os ,ocfXd
sdwnds eiid I.0 duo a®*?bIxrto »3f ridiw b®crr«t».iao iffliAr’Xaq
:8daoq©*x \Xa«s Bdi lo ®iio ci e^flsaijq 5x..?woIXo'l »rid •'go b»d®oiacX a®
b0&9o£g»a tJopioxisX «aooq arid od. ji ed/^omo oT / ' ^
^slocuioa vafejtjjuE aa® odai ffr'dd od airii lo na^bH/fo
93 bn» ijaddd *iol distar^oXnJu® bn« C9o«Xq rtusoaq od
®v«2 od
add 8*11 TOfl i da« ^ix?eio doc S’xaw aessd ac od o»*U’ 3c<w oau :
XjsXdo* «rtid dau^ iA hacila-b xlioqor ‘’badcaijafl drxnox«2} ,‘iooq*' eiusaHq
(rr«c add oaowdad abaa a®« ucid«Idi o^allib aXdiii bn® eidt^Ii^an saw iaoiR>'
^?«8ucii UDoq tti adlcb® ddXw baXjfri* na-rtXiflO .edX«t»« bae cunbl.Ido lo
dsaXl '(,a#T arl-) lo eoo aair aoiaaiU **««rbfid3 abT .“XXat bXbo &efi^;odeaI®
ojrt'r*' .tQC £ '(aU ^daoq«afi Lot/xiM e ’dc»tu»dflx'iiMji/8 *HiilXiW X ;
oiid '^-o nanbliflO add od coxssiM «' -tabXXdD add 'io #toqfl& Laue^xf. ddoX^i^
1
.c»abXX-iC' vd astriiit
acitaiiu a'ct^blidO erfd ,drar,qcIaTt>r »dX Ic »v<»}' ^Xaaa add al
.rroibXXdo ddiir da;:®? Xaxooe ul otlXaioaqa od celtnsjA
uao'n*«i* cwoad-XXaa add ,*m's8 d»uid febBX ir-d^je 3JD0 X doc aaw di I
. 11.^ ” ^adydiiaad
/philanthropist, inaugurated the idea of sending groups of children from
New York and New England to live on farms in the Middle West.
When this children* s emigration was given up, the program of
foster homes in the place of residence of the children was started. But
this program did not produce good results and the system of placing
children in institutions was favored. Modern ideas of child care began
to take shape at the turn of the century. In the early 1900* s, foster
home placement was again favored and case work treatment was developed
by Mary Richmond. This meant that the child was more carefully fitted
to the home, his problems more carefully studied and a greater attempt
meule to individualize the problem. Due to this, child placement in fos-
ter homes became much more satisfactory than it had been when tried ear-
lier and has survived as the present day method of choice in the treat-
ment of children who cannot be oared for in their own homes.
As early as 1914, the Children* s Mission showed application of
modem trends of social work - as described in the following report:
Foster homes are most carefully selected, and approved and
classified as the special typo of child to be received. We usu-
ally pay board for those children not old enough to earn their
own way, and keep them under our close control. . • The mainte-
nance of those children is by far the heaviest item in the annual
budget, though the whole number thus cared for this year (301)
was less than 40 per cent of the children helped.
The remaining 60 per cent were provided for through the Depart-
ment of Advice and Assistance without the necessity for us to
take them. This department receives all applications (during the
year, 363, representing 557 children) makes careful study, diag-
noses the case and prescribes the remedy.
Almost all who apply ask that the child be received into charge,
but it is our plan to contrive that iidiolesome families be kept
CTc^l DwiJblirio lo aqt'C’sg juiJbxtea lo Bt>bl ©ad- ,::^3lq<yiffjh«iXlifai
.d'seW elbbtj, otlf al uo evii oi tisaXgnE if»X lusj :>t'*ioT vrsK
lo ajsngtrxq ,qw cerria ©*x^ ijoo a ’atniXir^o Riri;^ oerlW ^
d’l/fl BBR a»TblMo »rf;f lo eoa©tie«*i Id eoalq edi ni aactor to^sol
•nijuslq lo ««d-a^a ©rfi osta a^Xj/aon ooc^ eoisbcn<i c^ob blS aj£*i; o7q 8X4^^^
^
iiagecf o*i«o bllxfo lo 8j8©Jbi fr^eboM .bo’jori*! Bn« r.1 ixaibiliio
-V
letfaol ,«*008X .yittrJ’iiOo ©xfrf lo stns:^ aiuJ .?« aqads t ci
baqolovoi) ai^w ifcat^dsuri^ i'loyf ©8©o bjxe b«*£or£l oIm^m tan :t '3<a»oaXq coxdtf f
be^Wil yXIuIo'ubo «“*»<» Raw fclirio «d;f .-taricf ^x»©is aiilT .bactadoiS
^qnaO;^a le^Aonj « broi bo/t)u;^a yXIulonao wnooi 2£roI<fc*iq ztd (paioii eii^
) -
-8ol ni dtaiaiesaXq fciiflo od t»'Jd .aeXootq ©At 971 ileat tribal ct otum
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intact, whenever possible, and striking at the cause of the diffi-
culty, we aim at its correction*^
It was about that time that the Children’s Mission adopted a def
inite policy of placing medically handicapped children in foster homes
as a result of the suggestions made by Doctor Richard C. Cabot, who,
while organizing the Social Service Department of the Massachusetts Gen
eral Hospital, advanced that some children stayed so long in the hospi-
tal that they became "institutionalized” and so were retarded in their
physical and mental convalescence. He suggested that their recovery
would be quicker if they could be cared for in their own homes or in
foster homes* This idea was a great advance in methods of caring for
sick childi*en*
The Children's Mission gradually took more end more medically
handicapped children referred by hospitals for foster home care and for
supervision in their own homes* In the Seventy-Sixth Annual Report of
1925, this work of the agency is clearly described:
During the past year we have dealt with 379 applications, rep-
resenting the needs of 489 children, and in each instance it has
developed upon us to extricate our clients from their entangle-
ments, to see that peculiar needs are met by specialists, and to
provide that form of help which we are specially equipped to
render*
In our foster homes, where children are cared for voider our
close supervision, wo have provided for 233 children of all ages,
and of race and faith without jrestriction* Here their parents
have visited them and we have encouraged return of the children
as soon as we were sux*e that the conditions of both child and
home would warrant such a course*
2 Parker B* Field, "Report of the General Secretary," The Sixty-
Fifth Azinual Report of the Children's Mission to Children, pp* 13-14*
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Our methods, in brief, are as follows. First, there is an
exhaustive study of the situation and of the child, with object
the correction of the difficulty without the removal of the
child. If the child must be removed, we take great pains to
select from our approved and cleissified foster homes one of the
faith of the child which just fits the particular need. Next
comes the placement of the child in its new environment with as
little disturbance as possible. Then follow weeks, months, or
years of oversight by a devoted visitor who assumes the function
of a guardian of the child and friend of the family which may,
itself, need rehabilitation. This continues until some time after
the child, with the handicap removed, has returned to his own
kin.®
By 1926 the percentage of convalescent children had increased from
thirty-three to forty. In the practice of case work with medically handi-
capped children and with children of broken families, it was soon evident
that most of the children were emotionally disturbed to the point that
some of them presented problems with which case workers were not able to
cope without the help of a psychiatrist. Therefore, it is not surpris-
ing to see that as early as 1927 a psychiatrist was on the steSf of the
Mission. Unfortunately, it was necessary to discontinue her seirvices
because of a lack of funds. The psychiatrist was on the Mission's staff
only during the years 1927 to 1930. In 1945 and 1946 the Mission em-
ployed a consultant psychiatrist. Unfortunately this psychiatrist left
the Agency because she lacked the necessary time. It is inevitable that
the Agency suffered a considerable loss by having to discontinue the
services of a psychiatrist on its own staff. It would be advisable to
have a discussion with a psychiatrist on each case in the care of the
3 Parker B. Field, "Report of the General Secretary". The Seven-
ty-Sixth Annual fieport of the Children's Mission to Children, pp. 5-6.
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Mission. For actually, practically all chilaron under care of the Mis-
sion come in for medical reasons and therefore are apt to suffer from
emotional disturbance due to their illness. This will be discussed more
fxilly in the next chapter.
Since 1930, although there has not been any psychiatrist on the
staff, psycniatrists are often asJced to come to the Mission to give
talks to the staff and contribute to the progreun of foster mothers*
meetings. To answer the need for psychiatric help of certain children
xmder its care, the Mission now cooperates with psychiatric agencies in
the communiT^y and has done so since 1930.
The initiative for referring cases to the psychiatrist is left in
the hands of the case workers, and the number of cases referred depends
on the social workers* awareness of severe emotional instability in
their clients. Often the reason why convalescent children were referred
to the Mission by hospitals instead of being sent home directly, was
that their own homes were inadequate and their parents were unable to
give them the proper care. Consequently, the children needed to be
placed or supervised.
In 1939, the purposes of the Mission were restated in the Kinety-
first Annual Report;
The Children* s Mission provides care for children with medical
problems from Boston and from any district outside Boston where
distance does not make this service impracticable.
Owing to limitations of resources, the Children* s Mission is
obliged to select carefully those persons most needing help and
falling most suitably within its function. It does not limit
intake on basis of ability to pay for care except in times of
great fineuicial stress.
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This Society particularly serves the hospitals oaring for children
with promising medical and social outlook. Medical supervision is
maintained in part by the hospitals, in part by the Children's
Mission.
It provides case work services for children within their own fam-
ily group, in foster homes, in other institutions, and maintains
study projects which will add to insights and methods in the care
of children with medical problems.-
From this time on, the Children's Mission was recognized among
other social agencies as a medical child placing agency. Actueilly, ac-
cording to the agency's last statistical reports, very few children were
placed for other than medical reasons. An example of such an occurrence
might be when a sibling of a child already placed in a foster home has
also to be placed for a short time due to an acute illness of its mother.
Since the case work in the family has already been done by the Mission,
they are the logical agency to do this.
One of the main features of the policy of the Agency is that case
work is done with the entire family as well as the handicapped child.
^
Sometimes it appears that the case work with the family is of even great-
er importance than with the child under care. It is most valuable and
logical to prepare the family for the return of their child since the
reason why children are referred by hospitals to the Children's Mission
instead of the family is because those children need convalescent care
that their family is unable to provide. It woiild be of little use to
work with a child alone and not try to remove the verj^ reasons why he
4 The Children's Mission to Children Ninety-First Annual Report
1939.
5 Mrs. Marie Carden -Thesis 1948 "A Study of Family Case Work
in the Children's Mission”.
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was unable to go home in the first place. TIVhen a child has spent sever-
al months in a foster home and is ready to go to his home, it is essen-
tial that the family also be ready to receive him. So it is not uncommon
that the workers of the Mission try to solve problems of broken homes,
behavior problems of siblings, alcoholic and unemployed fathers, neurot-
ic mothers, etc.
The Children’s Mission is a private agency and raises its budget
mostly on a private basis.
^
The staff is composed of a general secretary, seven trained case
workers, three student workers and one occupational therapist. Four
office workers are employed in the Mission.
During the year 1947, a total of 276 children were cared for. In
1947 there were 175 children placed in foster homes and 101 were under
supervision in their own homes. The Mission has approximately fifty beds
available in foster homes in Boston and the vicinity.^
Besides its program of foster home placement, the Children’s Mis-
sion conducts a program of summer placements. The purpose is to provide
summer vacations to handicapped children. These children are referred
by medical agencies or are discharged cases from the Mission. The children
are usually placed in small groups in foster homes in the coxintry. Camps
are not advisable in most cases because these children are limited in
activity. For such temporary placement, there is less case work done
6 The Children’s Mission to Children Ninety-Ninth Annual Report
1947.
7 The Children’s Mission to Children One Hundredth Annual Report
1948.
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with th« family because the need to modify the home situation is usually
not neoessarj'. The case worker will interpret placement to the child
and the parents in order to help the child who is closely tied make the
break from his family. Also, the case worker will give the foster par-
ents information conceming the child* s illness, his personality and
interest, his family relationships and the directions for physical care.
In this short sketch of the history and present aims of the Mis-
sion, it has been shown how the Mission evolved from an agency aimed at
helping children in general into a specialized agency for placing med-
ically handicapped children in foster homes. Enough has also been said
to show that in this work psychiatric help is often needed. The great
importance of this problem will now be examined in greater detail.
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CHAPTEil III
SPECIAL FACTOJJS INVOLVED IN WONK WITH
MEDICALLY HAI.DICAPPED CHILDREN.
In dealing with medically handicapped children, the case worker
must have a deep knowledge of the meaning of illness to the patient, an
understanding of psychosomatic concepts, and an awareness of signs of
mental disturbances and an ability to recognize abnormal tendencies which,
if dealt with early, can be overcome before they take root in the child’s
mind* Therefore, it is important before discussing ceises which workers
have referred to psychiatric clinics, to elaborate on the psychosomatic
aspect and the psychological factors involved in working with medically
handicapped children*
It is felt that often the actual physical disease is less destruc-
tive than the emotional damage done to the patient by a poor understand-
ing of that disease and the inadequate reactions of his family to the
situation it creates* Too much sympathy and too much shielding may make
the child more abnormal psychologically than physically* It is not un-
common that parents react to the illness of their child by fear for him
which may result in an oversolicitous attitude which the child may ex-
ploit* The child is brought then into a state of regression where he is
dependent on others for gratification*
The child’s reaction to disease is frequently a reflection of the
emotional attitudes of the people around him which he is prepared to
accept as an excuse for his own inadequate reactions to his illness* It
is important that these attitudes sho\ild not be more crippling than the
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degree of illness suffered. It is evident that any chronic illness
frequently constitutes a focus of attention and can result in an accen-
tuation or progressive development of a number of attitudes, including
dependence on others or an incapacitating fear of illness. Perhaps the
worst mistake that can be made, however, is to attempt to hide from the
child the fact that ho is not like other children. The result of this
would be that the child will never grow responsible for following medi-
cal advice nor will he submit willingly to his physical restrictions or
acknowledge the fact that ho has physical handicaps and this will result
in his becoming morbidly sensitive about them.^
It is of the greatest importance to make the child realize as
early as possible that he has a physical handicap which will limit his
activities to a certain extent throughout life, because the sooner ho
faces that fact and tiles to make the best of it, the sooner he will
begin to adapt his aims and ideals to a life consistent with his physi-
cal limitations. Here lies the responsibility of the physician, the
parents, the social worker.
The greatest responsibility that the social worker of the Child-
ren's Mission faces is to bo sure that both the parents and the child
have a clear understanding of the child's illness, the physical limita-
tions that it involves and the reasons for them. Often, in families of
poor intellectual standards, it is difficult to give much interpreta-
1 The information was obtained from lecture notes in psychosomat
ic course.
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tion and the worker must simplify the necessary explanations and try to
%
give them illustrative examples of children with the same disease* But
in any case, the worker must be sure that the child has the best under-
standing possible of his illness* For, as Wallin has stated.
It is well known by working with physically handicapped children
that frequently their worst liability is not the physical handicap
to which they are subject, but the personality maladjustments which
have arisen as a result of their mental reactions to their handi-
caps. 2
Illness may be a threat to a child in regard to his security,
dreams and ego* According to Bartlett in an article in The Family, "The
child is primarily concerned with being restored to his former place in
society* For this reason, the question of social incapacity, whether or
not it is consciously understood by the patient, is very important.
While the child is placed in the foster home, the worker keeps
constantly in mind the need of the child for security* She will watch
that the affection given does not exceed a health degree and become over-
protective. In general, the worker will be sure that the life led by
the child is as close to normal as possible*
As more than half of the children under care of the Mission in
recent years have been convalescing from rheuioatic fever, the writer
will give some special in^lications connected with this illness. Socio-
economic factors appear to influence the disease. Crowded, vmhygienic
2 J. E. Wallace Wallin, "Minor Mental Adjustments in Normal
People", Durham, N*C* Duke University Press, 1939, p* 230*
3 Harriet Bartlett, "Emotional Elements in Illness", The Family
,
April, 1940, pp* 39-47*
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living conditions and poor nutrition occur frequently in association
with rheumatic fever* Also rheumatic fever tends to be concentrated in
certain families which are influenced by psychological factors as well*
Often recurrence of rheumatic fever appears in convalescent children
when they are emotionally disturbed* Particularly in dealing with rheu-
matic fever patients the worker must have an adequate knowledge of psy-
chosomatic concepts.^ Rheumatic fever is one of the causes of disabling
heart disease*
Emotional disturbance in a child who has a weak heart may bring
about excessive muscle tension of this organ* As Dunbar puts it, "Muscle
tension is of fundamental importance as an expression of the personali-
ty’s habitual defenses*"^ An attack of rheumatic fever might be accompa-
nied by a desire for regression, a need for dependency, a starving for
affection and love, a result of fear, guilt or anxiety* It is not
always easy to differentiate the causes of illness in a child* T/fhen a
sick child needs psychiatric help it may be because he has a psychoso-
matic illness, or it may be necessary because the illness has induced a
severe maladjustment to society*
The worker dealing with medically handicapped children must con-
stantly be aware of the psychiatric problems involved* Case work might
help the crippled child to avoid developing an abnomal psychology which
4 Edward Bland, "The Convalescent Care of Children with Heart
Disease due to Rheumatic Fever ***
5 Flanders Dunbar, "Emotions and Bodily Changes " Third Edition
N*Y* Columbia University Press, 1946, p* 29*
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might affect his life far more than his actual physical deformities.
Still, it happens that children receiving case work need further help
of a psyctiiatrist to develop into normal beings, at least mentally.
This might be due to the fact that their problems are already too deeply
rooted to be handled exclusively by the social worker. The children
referred for psychiatric treatment are then helped jointly by the psy-
chiatrist and the social worker working in close cooperation. However,
one must recognize that it also happens that the social workers some-
time fail to recognize the psychological reasons underlying the child’s
maladjustment and ignore the necessity to influence satisfactorily its
environmental milieu.
It will be shown in the following chapter that in the Children’s
Mission trained psychiatric help was sought for many different reasons.
In general when used, it was given in conjuntion with case work and was
complementary to it.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF CASES
Classification of Cases
In order to study the use of psychiatric help in the Children's
Mission, a given period was chosen, the two most recent years of 1947
and 1948. In order to give a complete picture of the use of psychiatric
help, it was necessary to consider not only the cases that were referred
for psychiatric treatment during those years, but also those cases re-
ferred previously but using psychiatric help during 1947 and 1948» The
caees were considered and studied in order to find out how zhe case
workers recognized the need for psychiatric treatment in the children
under their care and how they consulted psychiatrists for advice or re-
ferred the children for treatment.
As shown in the following table, twenty-three children were using
this help during 1947 and 1948.
TABLE I
NUlfflER OF CHILDREN FOR ITOICH PSYCHIATRIC
HELP y/AS USED DURING 1947 AND 1948
Children Using Psychiatric Help Boys Girls 1 Total
1
Before Jan. 1, 1947 and still
using it after this date 2 4 6
After Jan. 1, 1947 and before
Jan. 1, 1949 10 7 17
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The records of these twenty-txiree children were studied, consid-
ering particularly the reasons for referral for psychiatric help, the
diagnosis of each child at the time of placement with the Mission, ana
the sources of help used. As shown in the following taule, the largest
nmnber of children were referred for behavior problems,
TABLE II
SEASONS FOR REFERRAL
No. of Children
Behavior - School difficxilty 8
Failure to develop normally 5
Sex difficulty 5
Physical symptoms - enuresis,
constipation, sleeplessness, etc. 3
Family misunderstanding - rejection 2
Total 23
The next table shows that the medical diagnosis of the children
referred was most frequently the one of rheumatic fever. This is not
surprising as more than sixty per cent of all the children oared for
by the Mission have, or have had, rheumatic fever.
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TA3LS III
MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS OF CHILDHEN
Diseases No. of Children
Rheumatic fever and
rheumatic heart disease 8
Rheumatic fever 4
Asthma 3
Arthritis 2
Blindness 2
Nephrosis 2
Celiac Disease 1
Rickets deformation 1
23
Although each of these cases was carefully studied, only eleven
will be discussed in full detail as they best illustrate the different
points discussed in this chapter*
The ages of the children referred for psychiatric help were
pretty well distributed as shown in the following table.
TABLE 17
AGES OF THE CHILDHEN HEFERRED
Ages 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Total
Number 2 1 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 23
The psychiatric help given to these twenty-three children during
the two years considered consisted of consultations between case workers
and psychiatrist to discuss a case or actual referral of children to
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psychiatric agencies for treatment
Consultation
The use of consultation will first be discussed and a case will
be given as illustration. It was said in the Second Chapter of this
study that in the history of the Mission there had been a psychiatrist
on the staff before 1930, and that recently the Mission had en^loyed a
psychiatrist as consultant. Unfortunately this consultant could not
stay on the staff and the Mission did not find someone to replace her.
Vfhile the psychiatrist was still working for the Mission in 1946, the
workers had constant consultation with her concerning most of the
children in care.
The six children who obtained psychiatric help before January 1,
1947, and who were still using it after this date had benefitted from
the services of the Mission's consultant in 1946 and had been referred
according to her advice. After the departure of the consultant, the
Mission was unable to obtain as frequently the advice of a psychiatrist
concerning the referral of children to psychiatrists. A consultation was
sought in very few instances, and then only for very specific reasons
when the problem was especially serious. As shown in the following
table, there were very few instances of such consultations.
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TABLE V
NUMBER OF CHILDREN
aeferrsd by: ooMultation
on the case with
a psychiatrist
For Psychi-
atric treat-
ment
Total
Agencies other than
the Children’s Mission 0 3 3
Children's Mission and
other agencies on
different occasions 0 2 2
Case workers of Children’s
Mission 4 14 18
— ™
4 19 23
Among the records of those twenty-three children there were only
four cases in which the case worker consulted a psychiatrist to get his
advice. This advice was sought from private doctors or from psychia-
trists in the clinic attended by the children. Among those four ceuses
for udiich the case workers had consultations with psychiatrists, the
most illustrative one is the case of Jimny, a rheumatic fever child. In
the case of Jimny, the worker asked the advice of a psychiatrist six
months after he was placed with the Mission.
Jimny (15) weis eight yeajrs old when he was placed in
a foster home with a diagnosis of rheumatic fever. Jirany
had been seen by a psychiatrist of an out-of-town mental
hygiene clinic a few months before his placement with the
Mission. He was known to be quarrelsome, had nightmares
and walked in his sleep. He showed open jealousy of his
sister of five. Jimny made a good adjustment in the foster
home. The worker met his mother only a few times as she
lived in Vermont, but there was a close correspondence
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batween the tv»o. As the worker learned more about Jimmy’s
background and as he was soon ready to go back home, she
realised she needed the advice of a psychiatrist in order
to find the best solution to his problems. This was Jiimny’s
story: Jimmy began to have feeding difficulty at the age
of three months due to a change from breast to bottle
feeding. He had developed eczema and asthma and was a year
old before a suitable formula was found. He became allergic
to house dust. About every two months he developed a high
temperatuire, vomited and had mild diarrhea. When he was
six, he had an appendectomy and there was a question of
rheumatic fever at this time. Insomnia followed the appen-
dectosQr. Jimny complained of being lonesome, and often he
came to his mother’s room with this complaint. His mother
found him several times during the night all dressed and
ready to go out. The mother was a nurse and had spent a
great deal of time with the boy xmtil she was hospitalized
when Peggy was bom. Jimny accused his mother of leaving
him all alone. He developed increasing jealousy of his
sister. He later had to share his room with her. His
father was a very unstable man fiho was very severe with
Jimmy. Jimmy wsus quite scared of him. There was a great
deal of tension at home when Jimn^ was an infant as the
parents were living with their in-laws and there were sev-
eral aimts who were constantly vying with each other to take
care of him. At home he had the reputation of being naughty
and irritable, constantly provoking other children into
rages. He showed open hostility toward his sister.
The worker’ s opinion was that the person who needed
help was the mother, since Jimny had adjusted very satis-
factorily to the present foster home. The worker had a
conference with a psychiatrist. This doctor decided to see
the mother to interpret to her the reason for Jimny’s resort
to illness. He felt that Jimny should not be returned to
his home until he had a chance to talk to the mother. He
recommended: 1) that the mother separate the children after
Jimmy’s return 2) that she should have Jimmy take responsi-
bility for himself as much as possible in order to help him
gain some maturity 3) also, he thought that the mother
should see the worker again.
In this case, the worker found out by her consultation with the
psychiatrist, that there was no immediate need for psychiatric treat-
ment for this boy.
It is interesting to notice that in none of the four cases for
which the worker asked for a consultation was psychiatric treatment for
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the child recommeaded. The consultations resulted usually in advice in
dealing with the children and their environment on a more preventive
basis. Obviously, the problems were not serious enough to be consid-
ered for psychiatric treatment*
Referrals for Psychiatric Help by Other Agencies
Table Y shows that three children were referred to psychiatrists
by agencies other than the Mission. Those cases happened particularly
when a child had been referred to the Mission by a hospital. The refer-
ring hospital had already noticed the need of the child for psychiatric
treatment and offered him this treatment in their own clinic.
This was the case of two blind children who were included in a
more or less experiments^, group of blind children receiving psychiatric
help at the Massachusetts Genersil Hospital.
James (14) had been placed in a foster home of the
Mission at four years of age because his parents kept him
as an infant. He made rapid progress but was sent home
after several months because the foster mother would not
keep him any longer. He was no longer than a month in
his house when he began to regress again. The Massachusetts
General Hospital who knew him offered to include him in a
group of blind children receiving psychiatric help provided
he would be placed in a foster home.
The psychiatric treatment was explained to the parents
by the hospital social worker and it was accepted readily
by them eis they did not feel they could keep the child at
home.
Another case was the one of Maggy, a little blind girl of four.
Maggy (6), a little girl of four, had been in a Mission
foster home for two years and had reached a standstill in
development. The agency questioned if there was any point
in keeping her any longer, but agreed to include her in the
above group at the hospital and she was placed in another
foster home.
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The third case was the one referred for placeiaent by the psychi-
atric clinic of an hospital. It is evident that at the time of his
placement with the Mission, psychiatric treatment had already been con-
sidered by the hospital.
Ronald (22) was an arthritic case who had hardly known
his mother as she had divorced his father when he was three
years old. He had been placed in an orphanage and then
ceirod for by his grandmother. His father died. He was
seven years old when his mother remarried. At that time he
was again separated from her for a year. He never adjusted
well in his home since then. His mother was quite unstable
and disturbed. He developed arthritis and indiile in the
hospital he was seen by a psychiatrist and continued to see
one when he was placed by the Mission in a foster home.
There was close cooperation of the Mission’s workers and
the hospital psychiatric clinic.
Referrsil for Psychiatric Help by the Mission and Some Other Agencies
Referring again to Table V, it was shown thirdly that two cases
were referred for psychiatric help by the Mission and other agencies on
different occasions. In the case that follows it is shown how differ-
ent referrals can be made at different times by different agencies.
Phyllis (10) was bom in 1931. She was referred to the
Mssion in 1943 when she was twelve years old with a diag-
nosis of rheumatic fever and rheximatic heart disease, and
placed in a convalescent hospital. She was a high-strung
child, difficult to restrain, who came from a crowded, emo-
tional, noisy home with seven children. Her disposition was
cranky. Her father was of Scotch descent and her mother was
French. The mother dominated the family with her continual
sharp criticisms as if she were too neurotic to bo able to
show any softness or affection. The other children appeared
somewhat immune to her scolaings with Phyllis being the most
sensitive. In the hospital Phyllis showed a terrific temper
and rebelled against the authorities. During this period
she ran off a few times in the middle of the night and had
to be brought back from the woods. The staff of the hospital
became upset at this time about Phyllis’s father. They said
that whenever he visited her alone he would sit on the bed
with his arms around her and kiss her with more than fatherly
eiffection, xHdiich she reciprocated. She was very disappointed
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at having to stay in bed and made several unsuccessful attempts
at getting up. Contrariness became more pronounced as she
quarreled with the children and frequently refused to eat.
She developed fears, particularly in connection with death
and with men coming in her room at night. Phyllis did not
respond much to efforts to help her. The doctor advised moving
her to a foster homo as he thought that her emotional diffi-
culties were interfering with her recovery.
Phyllis was moved to a medical foster home in February,
1944. She made a better adjustment there. Her doctor tried
to get her up for psychological reasons as she still reacted
with great disappointment to being on bed rest. However,
swelling or pains in joints or eye infection made it necessary
for her to go back to bed. In October she ran away from the
foster home in the middle of the night. She was trying to
reach her home, but asked to be returned to the foster home
Trtien picked up by a policeman on a bus. Although she reveeded
little about this episode, it was learned from the other
girls that she threatened to run away and jump out of the
window previously and had just had a quarrel with one of the
girls who, she felt, picked on her.
Early in 1945 she went home under supervision of the
Mission. She was followed medically by an hospital in her
community.
Her doctor felt she should be seen in their psychosomat-
ic clinic. She was seen once in December, 1944, and no more
until 1945 when she was seen a few times . Her doctor had
recommended to the worker that she be encouraged to verbalize
her resentment against her illness. In August, 1945, she went
out with a soldier and there was a possibility that she had
sexual relations with him. She showed no signs of guilt.
Her doctor felt that more psychiatric help was needed, but no
doctor was aole to see her at the hospital. She wore too
much makeup and was very interested in boys. Her parents were
afraid to give her much freedom causing Phyllis to be resent-
ful. In Pebi*uary, ly46, she ran away and was found by police
sleeping in an empty warehouse. She said she was on her way
to the foster home where the worker had taken her to visit
recently. The mother admitted that Phyllis had run away alter
one of her spells of defiance.
The eldest sister had just run off to be married against
the permission of her parents. The worker arranged for
Phyllis to stay a week in the foster home. Phyllis complained
that her parents were too stirict. The worker was able to
arrange for Phyllis to be seen at a psychiatric clinic. How-
ever, the mother refused to let her go, although by that time
the worker had obtained a good relationship with this family.
A good year followed for Phyllis. The woricer tried to
encourage her mother to allow her as much wholesome relation-
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ship with boys as possible. The mother felt that her activity
at the church was sufficient and she still felt no need for
psychiatric help.
While Phyllis was living a-c home, the case was kept open
I
in order to give her some support. However, in 1947 she appearea
in court. She was finally referred by the court to a child
guidance clinic and was accepted there for treatment in July,
1947.
The social worKer cooperated with that agency in helping Phyllis
use the treatment adequately.
As in this case, when the children were referred either by the
Mission or by otner agencies, the worker always used the psychiatric
j
help by cooperating with the psychiatric agency giving this help. This
cooperation will be discussed more fully later.
Referrals for Psychiatric Treatment by the Mission
i' The last point to be considered in Table V is the actual referral
!
of children for psychiatric help by the workers of the Mission, Table V
shows that the largest number of referrals, that is to say 14 out of
23, were made by the workers of the Children's l^ission directly to psy-
i
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chiatric clinics. The procedures of referral will be discussed here,
I
before examining certain specific aspects of the use of psychiatric help
I
by the Mission,
I When the workers found sufficient evidence of a need for psychi-
atric help in a child, they referred him to a psychiatric agency. Gen-
erally, the choise of this agency depended on whether the hospital where
the child was being followed medically had a psychiatric clinic or not.
If so, this agency was contacted in preference to the others. The psy-
chiatric agency chosen was contacted and written a full summary of the
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Mission’s contact with the child and of his traits and personality.
With the exception of consultations with private psychiatrists,
the services offered to the children of the Mission were given free of
charge in the clinics unless the parents were able to pay part of the
treatment. The workers usually took the children to the clinics from
their foster homes or their homes. Sometimes the foster parents or the
parents would take the children to clinic. But generally the first
alternative v^eis preferred as it gave the workers a chance to know the
children better, to keep a close contact with the psychiatric agencies
and to observe the children’s reactions to the treatment.
The workers of the Mission usually interpreted the necessity of
psychiatric treatment to the parents end worked with them in order to
obtain their cooperation. However, it was sometimes impossible or not
advisable to notify the parents because they were mentally too deficient
to understand such treatment or, as was the case for Lorette, because
the parents were living at such a distance that the worker felt it might
worry them to know about it by letter because they could not speak
English. This is the case of Lorette (7).
Lorette was placed in a medical foster home by the Mission
in July, 1948, when she was eight years old. She was followed
medically at the hospital for arthritis. This foster home has
a capacity for fourteen girls of all ages, most of whom are
convalescing from rheumatic fever. Despite the medical rou-
tine of bed rest, gradual time up, temperature and pulse taking,
medication taking, the atmosphere is not institutional but home-
like with a motherly foster mother. Lorette was put in with
about five of the younger children near her age. Lorette had
readily accepted the idea of placement in a calm, nonchalant
way. Once placed, however, she showed signs of homesickness
although she seemed to like the home. It soon became obvious
that she was upset because her family were not visiting. She
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wrote letters playing on their sympathy so that the parents
became worried and the Mission was glad to cooperate with
the Departn\ent of Public Welfare of the locality in arranging
for the mother and sister to visit Lorette. This visit seemed
to relieve Lorette ’s illness.
She related easily to both children and adults. She was
reedly a delightful child with a surprisingly grown up air
and a sense of hvrnior. She did not hesitate to take the blame
for anything she had done and she did not mind being corrected.
She did not, therefore, present any problem in the foster
home. However, there were certain personality traits which
led the worker to feel that there might have been some emo-
tional disturbances going on. In the first place, Lorette’
a
incessant chattering was very noticeable. Imagination was
so active that it was difficult to tell sometimes how much
was truth, how much fantasy. In the beginning especially she
talked a great deal about hospitals, doctors and operations.
In connection with this she spoke about sticking and being
stuck with needles and knives and would place scissors at her
throat or stick pins through her skin. It was evident that
she missed the attention of the doctors in the hospital and
she openly spoke of flirting with them.
The few times she went to the clinic, she became visibly
excited, particularly the first time back when she cried out
as she approached the hospital, ”It tempts me, it tempts me,”
She was disappointed to be seen by only one doctor,
7?hile being examined she acted subdued and was very good
at the dentist’s although she had never been before.
Another topic of conversation was marriage and boy friends.
She spoke of boy friends both with children and adults at home
and at the hospital. Besides being interested in everyone’s
marital status, she would take her teddy bear or doll to bed
with her as her husband. She could play house for hours with
the two other children near her age. She was usually the
leader and the mother and they acted out medical examination.
She mentioned her large family often as if everything
were harmonious, although the foster mother thouglit she might
show some resentment toward one of her brothers. She had
eight siblings. She classified herself as a tomboy who was
interested in boys’ games.
The question of psychiatric help came up when Lorette
swallaed a bobby pin, end then cut off her eyebrows about two
weeks later. She swallowed the bobby pin while lying in bed,
but the worker thought it must have been a difficult thing to
do. She acted excited rather than frightened about being
rushed into the hospital emergency ward and later being brought
to the clinic. She was referred to the psychiatric clinic in
December, 1948, by the worker and was accepted for treatment.
Since then she has been regularly to the psychiatric clinic.
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As said before in this case, the parents were not informed of
the psychiatric treatment. The worker felt it was better to wait until
the parents visited to explain to them the reasons for the referral.
However, such a case was quite an exception and usually the parents were
told about the psychiatric treatment and often cooperated with the worker
of the Mission and the psychiatric clinic. In some cases, the psychia-
trist felt that it was essential that the parents should be seen as well
as their children. This happened more often when the children were liv-
ing at home xander the supervision of the Mission’s worker. In such csises
it was usually the worker of the Mission who first tried to include the
parents in the treatment of their children as she already knew the fam-
ily. According to the degree of relationship b etween the worker and the
parents, it was decided whether the social worker of the psychiatric
clinic should step into the picture or not, and whether she should try
to develop a case work relationship with them.
Cooperation of the Mission with Psychiatric Agencies
As demonstrated above, there was always close cooperation between
the social workers of the psychiatric agencies and the Mission. The
workers helped each other with case histories. The i!ission’s workers
had conferences with the psychiatrists and followed closely the develop-
ment of the psychiatric treatment of the child. They used the recommen-
dations of the psychiatrists and provided them with useful material as
it came to their attention. This cooperation of the workers with the
psychiatric agencies is well illustrated by the following case.
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Arnold (23) was referred to the Children’s Mission in
1945, udien he was ten years old with a diagnosis of rheumatic
fever. The Mission had a record of the family backgroxmd
already since two attempts to place Arnold in a medical home
in 1941 did not go through, once because of his resistance
and a second time because of his becoming. acutely ill with
rheumatic fever and rheumatic heart disease.
His mother seemed to have the lowest standards and was
in constant conflict with the father's family of higher grade.
However, the father had a marital history of frequent non-
support and drunkezmess for which he was sent to jail a couple
of times. The family was frequently on public welfare with a
report of mother being a poor manager*
The mother dates the onset of Arnold's disturbing beha-
vior to the period when he was six* At that time, a brother
Anthony was bom and the parents were separated for a few
months* It was also the period of his first attack of rheu-
matic fever*
Arnold was an unattractive boy whose head seemed too
large and whose mouth was misshapen from the absence of sev-
eral front teeth lost in a fall* At six years of age he was
an overactive, scrawny child with restless, erratic behavior*
He was placed with maternal relatives several times, but he
seemed to want to be with his mother* He used to sleep with
her* In 1945 he was placed by the Mission in a convalescent
hospital* There he was a shy, sensitive boy, apparently inse-
cure* His mother visited only infrequently* He got along
fairly well with the group* He was tested (Binet) and found
to be in the upper normal group* His school work was satis-
factory* TOien he was ready to go home and the worker pre-
pared him for his return home, his feelings about it were
imfathomable, but he hvmg his head and refused to talk when
the possibility of placement in a foster home was brought up*
He showed, however, a verj’’ negative reaction once home. He
resisted any health or disciplinary control by his mother by
exhibiting infantile behavior such as crying, screeching,
stamping, biting, hitting and sitting on the floor. He also
told his mother she did not love him and was mean* Although
he had an enormous appetite, he accused her of not giving him
enough to eat* He took neighborhood boys in the house to feed
when his mother was out* He cashed all bottles he could get
his hands on and once collected money by lying that he was
doing it for the newsboy. He apparently joined in with other
boys* A number of times he had threatened to run away and
most recently "ydien he was threatened with being demoted* He
was reluctant to attend school and was doing poor w’ork in the
fourth grade* He seemed to be too quiet and expressed the
feeling that the other children were watching him and making
him nervous*
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The mother’s methods of discipline were poor, consisting
largely of impatient demands and threats although she agreed
to nag him as little as possible. She was willing to accept
guidance for him and herself even though at times the worker
suspected that she would like to be relieved of his care.
"While she was a friendly person, her mental capacity for treat-
ment was questionable. The worker’s contact with her had shown
her to be exceedingly unstable and vascillating. The father
at that time came back from the services and Arnold was better
when he was arovtnd.
The case was discussed in July, 1946, with the consultant
of the Mission who stron^y recommended psychotherapy with a
man psychiatrist as soon as possible. Previously, in November,
1945, the worker had referred him to a child guidance clinic
where he had been accepted for treatment. This happened
seven months after his referral to the Children’s Mission.
Unfortunately, the mother refused to cooperate with the clinic.
The worker tried to have her understand the necessity for it,
but she was unable to give Arnold any acceptance. She identi-
fied the boy with his alcoholic, abusive, non-supporting father
who had a period of psychiatric observations following attempted
suicide. The boy was at that point very immature and insecure,
seeking refuge with his mother, "vdaich he could not obtain from
her.
The mother finally accepted the treatment and Arnold was
seen by a man psychiatrist. As the worker had supervised this
child at home, she knew the mother well. She was able to give
very valuable information to the clinic. She worked closely
with the social sex*vice of the child guidance clinic. As the
mother was reluctant to cooperate with the psychiatric clinic,
she was in the position to influence her towards more accep-
tance of the boy. She also worked closely with the psychiatrist
who saw Arnold regularly during the following years.
It was shown in this case how the case worker from gathering this
boy’s social history and emotional development and from her contacts
with him was able to detect signs of emotional disturbance needing psy-
chiatric treatment.
Also, it was demonstrated how the worker cooperated with the
social service of the psychiatric clinic and with the psychiatrist.
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Cooperation with Psychiatidc Clinic and Other Agencies in Order to Re»
store Mentaj. Health in Families
Close cooperation was sometimes obtained not only with the psychi-
atric agencies but with other agencies as well. For, as a result of
the psychiatric difficulty, it sometimes beceuue necessary to take further
steps to help a family out. This requirea the cooperation of aifferent
agencies who helped the family in their respective area and realized a
common plan for the welfare of each member. This was illustrated oy the
case of Janet. In the case of Janet (5), her exiiotiontil needs were so
great and her need for a family life so essential that everything possi-
ble was done to bring together several agencies to restore a normal situ-
ation.
Janet (5) was seven years old at the time she was placed
by the Children’s Mission with a diagnosis of asthmatic bron-
chitis. Her father had died the previous year alter a long
and painful illness. Her mother had oeen very unhappy about
it and did not recover from this loss. There were three
other children in the family and the financial struggle was
great. The mother wes extremely nervous and developed hyster-
ical paralysis. She attended a psychiatric clinic. The
mother was most anxious about Janet’s attacks and the worker
suggested that the mother’s solicitous manner contributed to
Janet’s illness. The child was oversensitive and tne tiny
suggestion that she was naughty would make ner crumple up in
tears. After nearly a year in the foster nome, Janet was dis-
charged to her mother but was replaced after two montns as her
mother becaiae ill.
Janet was very witndrawn when she was in her own nome.
She was in a state of withdrawal, nad fears of violence, of
wild animals and of deatn.
After a consultation with the Mission psychiatric con-
sultant in 1945, the worlcer understood that back of the mother’s
capability and ability lay rejection. In January, 1946, the
consultant suggested psychotherapy. It was clear at that time
that the mother’ s reaction was a result, at least in part, of
all she went through when the father was ill.
In February, 1946, nearly two years after Janet was first
referred to the Mission, a conference was held between the
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workers of public and private agencies of hospitals and of the
Mission. As the result of this conference, it was eventually-
worked out that the public agency would pay for the medical
care of the mother while she was at the hospital, the private
agency would send a housekeeper when the mother returned. The
maternal aunt had taken care of the children -while the mother
was away with the exception of Janet who was placed with the
Mission under the medical care of the local hospital.
In April the same year she was referred to the city hos-
pital for psychotherapy. The emotional needs of Janet and the
psychogenic elements of the cause of her illness were not only
recognized, but the treatment was provided.
In August Janet was able to go home on home supervision.
She continued to receive psychiatric help during 1947 and 1948
and obtained excellent results.
The Children’s Mission, with the valuable cooperation of other
agencies who knew the family and who relieved the financial tension,
helped this mother and child to get psychiatric care which might even-
tually result also in a better physical health.
Family Factor
From the study of the twenty-three cases described in Table V,
it was a common feature to notice that the families of those children
were usually below normal standard and incapable of giving the children
proper care and offer them healthy emotional ties. In many cases there
was marital friction, the parents were using or in need of psychiatric
treatment themselves. Several parents appeared to be schizophrenic,
paranoid, neurotic. A considerable number of the fathers were drinking
heavily and non-supporting. Many mothers were rejecting and punishing
or, on the other hand, over-protective and dominating. As a matter of
fact, all of the feunilies of the twenty-three cases studied, showed
evidence in one way or another of the above disturbances.
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Psyohosomatic Factor
Considering this fact, it was not surpidsing that several children
of the group had developed psychosomatic symptoms, although in many cases
it was hsurd to differentiate between psychosomatic illness and others.
The study of the whole group of children showed clearly that the family
situation was largely contributing to the onset of diseases. Some cases
were clearly psychosomatic and were treated sls such after referral by
the Mission’s worker. Here are two cases illustrating psychosomatic
illness in children and showing how the worker recog?iized their need for
psychiatric help and how she referred them to appropriate psychiatric
agencies
.
Emily (2) was a state ward. She had a dorsal lumbar
scoliosis and had to wear a brace. She was referred to the
Children’s Mission when she was fourteen because she was a
medical problem. While in the care of the public agency,
she had frequent constipation. For eight years she had had
violent temper tantrums and the foster mother had been ad-
vised to throw cold water at her face to calm her. She had
been placed with her sister and had been unusually violent
toward her, biting and beating her. She was anxious and
guilty over the things she did to her sister. She was good
at school.
She was placed in a medical foster home by the Mission.
She was sleepless, had constant nightmares. She usually
dreamed that a lady came to take her away. Sometimes it was
a man and she was thrown out of the window breaking her back.
A very common dream was the one of falling off a curb. She
had much anxiety about her constipation. The worker started
giving her some sex information when she realized that Emily
still believed that birth occurred from the stomach. Natural
bowel movements began after Emily’s clarification on sex
matters. She had enuresis. She was 8d“raid of the prospect
of returning to the state. The worker referred her to a
child guidance clinic on December 2, 1947, but she could not
be seen before spring. In January she developed an hysterical
kind of blindness and the eye specialist thought it was the
result of her xmconscious blacking out of things in time of
disturbance. Under the circumstances the worker referred her
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again to the guidance clinic, but again she was turaed down
and this time there was no hope for her to be seen before the
fall. The psychiatric clinic of a hospital was suggested. She
was referred to this agency and obtained her first appointment
in February, 1948. The next month she had to be' discharged
from the Mission to the public agency, as her symptoms disap-
peared. She continued the psychiatric treatment at the hospi-
tal with close cooperation between the workers of the public
agency and the Mission.
Another case of evident psychosomatic illness was the one
of Carlo (19), the youngest child of a family of eleven children.
He had a diagnosis of asthma. He was referred when he was
sixteen years to the Mission for placement by a boys’ parole
board. He had been in a delinquent home intermittently since
he was eleven, originally being committed for breaking and
entering, but lately being returned because of his health. The
psychiatrist of this institution recommended placement. As the
boys parole board did not maintain medical homes, he was turned
over to the Children’s Mission. T/IHiile the Miss ion recognized
the likelihood of a serious case of asthma, medical information
seemed to imply that he could function in a decent environment.
The worker further recognized the real possibility that a boy
who had lived most of his last five adolescent years in an
institutional setting might experience real difficulty in making
an adjustment to the greater demands of a foster home setting.
Although the Children's Mission had homes with groups of children,
the worker felt in view of his delinquent background that it
was not fair to the other children to put him in such a place.
The impossibility of a return to his own home was definitely
shown by the poor family situation fotind in the boy’s parole
record.
Therefore, the worker sought a proper home and after con-
siderable difficulty located a colored foster home with a
strong, mature, older woman who had had experience with asthma.
Carlo wanted to try it. He reacted within the first ten min-
utes of meeting the colored foster mother with stomach syn^toms.
He lasted with her a little over a day and two nights, when
she hospitalized him as a result of the consistency and fre-
quency of his attacks.
He was discharged from the hospital to the Mission. He
was placed for what was hoped would be a period of study with
white foster parents, but he so upset their household with the
frequency and violence of his attacks that he was hospitalized
two days later. The foster parents refused to take him back.
These people also haa had successful experiences with asthma
patients.
At this point, the medical director of the Mission re-
quested that he should be held at the hospital for observation
since indications were that he could not manage in a foster
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home under heavy medication but did well in the hospital with
a minimum. However, the hospital discharged him and the
Mission put him with a nurse and made this very evident to
him, which seemed to give him some security. Still it was
the same thing. Although he was heavily injected with adrena-
lin, he was convinced he was dying in the foster home. A
police cruiser rushed him to the hospital at 4 a.m. and when
the worker saw him about ten minutes after his admission he
did not have a wheeze. At this point, the hospital agreed to
admit him for study. The worker had a consultation with the
psychiatrist who advised the best plan for him after seeing
him.
In this case, the worker was immediately aware of the psychomatic
symptoms of the boy. According to her findings she tried to help the
boy to adjust in the foster home she had carefully chosen for him. She
developed a good relationship with him, but his symptoms were too deep-
ly rooted for him to benefit from it at this point. If this child had
been referred earlier he might have been able to adjust in a foster home.
At this point he could only adjust in the hospital or the insti-
tution. He went back to the latter. It is interesting to stop a while
and consider the findings of the psychiatrist about this boy while he
was in the hospital.
”From observation on the ward and from psychotherapeutic inter-
views, we got the impression that emotional factors play a decisive role
in Carlo’s asthma attacks.”
It seemed that he was very much attached to his mother
and felt that he was the favorite child. This close attach-
ment apparently was pleas suit as well as threatening to him
and in his early teens he apparently made an attempt to
debauch himself, to become more grown up and more masculine.
This he did by identifying with his brother, sharing aggres-
sive and delinquent activities and worshipping guns. Accord-
ing to him these delinquencies were the first activities he
kept as a secret from his mother to whom he otherwise used to
confess his sins. It was felt that his guilt feeling for his
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aggression and the need to keep it from his mother, which he
felt he should confide to her, was one of the conflicts con-
tributing to the asthma, the more so as he knew his mother
had a pulmonary disease and might die, which increased this
anxiety and his guilt feelings. The confinement in the del-
inquent home aggravated his pain of separation from the family
and his conviction that he is a bad boy who has to be put
away. At the hospital he also complained during the first
days about his isolation, but was reconciled when told he
might go back to the institution. He has been free of asthma
the last week. He himself has noticed that when he starts
Tidieezing it helps him if he can talk to a person whom he
trusts or even if he can read, but that it develops into an
attack "wdien he thinks he is going to be bad and he might die.
This report shows how this child needed psychiatric help when the
worker requested a psychiatric study at the hospital.
If this case shows that little can be done without psychiatric
help irtien it is already too late and the patient has developed serious
illness, the following case will show that when there is still time to
help a patient with emotional difficulties, it is not always easy to
secure this help.
Length of Time to Obtain Psychiatric Help
In general, by considering the twenty-three cases using psychi-
atric help during 1947 and 1948, it was shown that when a case was re-
ferred for psychiatric treatment this help weis received fairly quickly.
From the date of referral to the first appointment received, the lapse
of time differs generally from a week to a month. The psychiatric clin-
ics of hospitals were usually quick to answer at referral. Seldom was
it turned down

Agencies used for psychiatric Help
The psychiatric clinics of hospitals were most used by the Mission
Among the twenty-three cases referred for psychiatric help, twelve were
referred to hospitals. Usually, the hospitals were ready to help a
child who had a question of psychosomatic symptoms. On many occasions
did the workers of the Children’s Mission cooperate with this agency.
TABLE VI
TYPE OF AGENCY TO WHICH BSFEHHED
Child Guidance Clinic 6
Psychiatric Clinic of
a general hospital 12
Both at different
occasions 4
Private
23
The child guidance clinics were much slower in answering a
referral, this being mostly due to the fact that they have very long
waiting lists. Usually, when a case was accepted by such an agency it
took months to obtain the first appointment.
The following case was quite exceptional as it was referred five
times to three different agencies. Encountering refusals to accept the
case, the worker yiho saw the need of treatment for the child, had to
show much conviction in applying twice to two different agencies. How-
ever, it took five months finally to obtain an interview from a child
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guideuace clinic.
But at this time it was already too late and there was a recur
rence of rheumatic fever that the worker had feared. He was hospital
ized and was accepted at the hospital's psychiatric clinic.
Walter (20) was admitted at the hospital for rhe^Imatic
fever when he was seven years old. He had then considerable
heart disease. He was a problem child and because of his
violence had to be isolated. His I.Q. was 104. He was
transferred to another hospital two months later and he
stayed there for a year. He was then transferred to a con-
valescent home. There he was rude, disagreeable, contentious
and fought viciously.
An application to iiie Children’s Mission at this time
was not completed by the parents so he went home where he
had poor health until December, 1946, when he was thirteen
years old. At this time, his father applied to a private
agency for help, having been referred there by the child
guidance clinic. Walter had been before the court on two
charges of breaking and entering. The court placed him on
probation to a school for delinquents. He continued to
truant and the school principal recommended his placement
where Walter's two year school retardation would not upset
him. Before this action was taken, Walter was picked up on
a larceny charge in January, 1947. Shortly after that Walter
was placed in the study home of a private agency. He then
developed rheumatic fever and was referred to the Children’s
Mission for convalescent care.
The Mission's experience with him was that he did not
adjust very well. He greatly resented the loss of his male
social worker at the private agency. He once told the worker
of the Mission that his illness was a punishment for his del-
inquency. He was hospitalized a month in May, 1947. Since
he acted so badly at the hospital, they insisted on his re-
moval. He went home and was followed by a clinic. This
hospital suggested that he attend their psychosomatic clinic
and he was seen in January, 1947.
In September, 1947, he was placed again by the Mission
referred by the hospital. He ran away to his home two weeks
later. At this point the former worker left the agency and
he got a new worker. This worker referred him to the child
guidsuace clinic in January, 1948. But this agency suggested
the hospital's psychiatric clinic since they did not have a
clinic with psychotherapy free for children with psychosomatic
difficulties.
Two months later he rang a fire alarm and was put on pro-
bation. He was also a truant from school. The worker again
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referred him to the chila guideuace clinic# since Walter was a
behavior problem, but he was turned down again. Meanwhile,
the hospital also refused to consider him because he was del-
inquent.
The worker referred him to another hospital, but he was
not accepted because of a lack of staff. At this time his
behavior became more definite. He hated policemen, doctors,
anyone who forced him to do things. He admitted some aggres-
sion toward his brother Bob and his father vho beat him. But
he felt he should like him. He hated his weakness because he
wsus afraid of the consequences in his environment. He despised
the years he had spent in bed and wished to be strong like
other boys so he could protect himself. His father showed
great aggression toward Waiter who had through the years
evicted him from nis bed with mother. This was the method of
controlling his enuresis. Walter was very antacned to his
mother who did not refrain from sleeping with him against the
advice of the worker. She was soft with nim in a way, but
admitted having strapped him, and Walter told the worker she
advised his brother Boo to beat him. The parents were con-
stantly ill and complaining. The mother usueuLly threatened
Walter, telling him that if he did not do what she said, she
would have a heart attack. The house was filthy.
In May, 1948, the worker referred him to the child guidance
clinic. He was accepted and seen once but ho got a recxirrence
of rhexnaatic fever and was hospitalized. This clinic finally
accepted him for psychiatric treatment.
A last question that might be considered is What Happened to the
Children TiVhile Waiting for Psychiatric Treatment ?
The consideration of the cases illustrating this chapter answers
the question. Indeed, it was clearly shown how the workers became aware
of the particular emotional disturbances of medically handicapped
children and how they recognized the need for psychiatric treatment for
some of them. While they referred such children to psychiatrist^ they
kept a close relationship with the children and according to their
knowledge and skills they handled the children’s environments and
offered them emotional support. While waiting to receive psychiatric
treatment thus, the children were helped to handle their problems by
T
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the case work support.
Generally, this support kept them from becoming more seriously
ill. However, in one case in which the psychiatric treatment took sev-
eral months to be granted, the referrals were finally accepted when the
court referred a child to the child guidance clinic after she became
delinquent. Another case of a child who did not handle his situation
satisfactorily while waiting for psychiatric help was the one of an ad-
olescent boy who had psychosomatic asthma and had to be brought to the
hospital in emergency before receiving psychiatric help.
Those two cases were the exception, however, and the other twenty
-
one children were able to handle their difficulties without aggravating
them. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, it was rarely more than a
few weeks before the psychiatric treatment was obtained.
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CHAPTEfi V
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to consider the use of psychiatric
help by a social agency without any psychiatric consultant on its staff.
The agency chosen for the study ?fas a medical child placing agency, the
Children’s Mission to Children. It was felt that a review of the histo-
ry and function of the Mission vrould show the work done through the
years with medically handicapped children and the interest of the staff
in their emotional disturbances. It was shown how the Agency gradually
adopted a definite policy of placing only medically handicapped children
Therefore, a special chapter was devoted to a discussion of particular
factors involved in working with these children and of special skills
needed by the social workers. The knowledge of emotional factors and
psychosomatic symptoms helped the workers to deal mlth medically handi-
capped children. Not only did they need to recognize such symptoms,
but they had to be able to foresee their onset. liVhether the workers saw
the children in their own homes or in foster homes, they needed to help
the children adjust to their environment and the environment adjust to
the children. If the social workers were skillful enough and if they
did not meet too much resistance, they obtained the adjustment desired
and avoided the danger of abnormal reactions.
The children needing psychiatric help at the Children's l!ission
during 1947 and 1948 came from a particularly poor environment. All
but seven of the twenty-three children considered were over eight years
old and their problems were already deeply rooted in many years of
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frustration and misunderstending. This explains why some of the children
cared for by the Children's Mission were in desperate need of such help.
How the Mission provided that help was described in Chapter IV,
First, the question of referrals for consultation of the worker
with a psychiatrist was considered. It was explained that in the years
preceding 1947 and 1948, at certain times, the Mission had had a psychi-
[
atric consultant on the staff so that such consultation was used con-
I stantly. The departure of the psychiatric consultant from the Mission
i|
||
was evidently a great loss as the need for such consultation is partic-
I
ji ularly great in a medical child placing agency. The appointment of a
j
psychiatrist on the staff of a social agency is an expensive process.
A more suitable solution would be greater opportunities for obtaining
consultation services in psychiatric agencies. Here lies the responsi-
bility of such agencies in the community.
Next were discussed the actual referrals to a psychiatrist j refer-
rals by agencies other than the Mission; referrals by other agencies
together with the Mission on different occasions; and finally, the most
frequent ones, by the Children's Mission alone.
In each instance, the need of psychiatric help was evident. The
children who obtained this help, if not mentally ill, were on the verge
of becoming so. Nowadays, when the need of psychiatric help is so great
and the opportunity of securing it so lindted, it is almost impossible
to obtain it on a simply preventive basis, because all the efforts are
centered on the acute problem. The preventive treatment is still more
or less entirely in the hands of the social workers. In the clinics
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generally there is such a demand that only the most serious cases are
considered. In private practice, the psychiatrists accept patients on
a preventive basis more frequently than in the clinics. Patients who
cannot afford private treatment seek then the help of social agencies.
Also, there is a need for more consultation opportunities. It is the
hope that in the future, clinics will expand their services of psychi-
atric consultation services to social and welfare agencies.
When the workers recognized the need for psychiatric treatment
of children under their care, they helped the children and their family
accept the idea of referral to a psychiatrist. The agencies to which
the children were referred were cooperative. They usually accepted the
children referred to "tiiem, although in some cases the psychiatric treat-
ment was frequently refused on accovint of long waiting lists. The pro-
cedures of referral were discussed and several examples were given in
this study. It was shown by such illustrations how the workers became
aware of the need of certain children for psychiatric treatment and how
they offered them case work support.
Also, the contact with the psychiatric agencies was described.
The cooperation of the different staff members was usually very close.
Also, it was made evident that the work of the Mission included case work
with the families of the children. Although occasionally the worker was
instrumental in obtaining psychiatric treatment for some member of the
family other than the child under care, this aspect of the use of psy-
chiatric help was not considered in this study. However, in securing
psychiatric help for the children, the cooperation of the parents was
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needed, and this was pointed out in the case illustrations.
In some cases, the cooperation of other social agencies was ob-
I tained and a plan was worked out to help the family efficiently. It
I
cialty — faiaily case work, children’s welfare, psychiatric social work,
II
j
medical social work, medicine, psychiatry, and so on — the real concern
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of mental hygiene is the integration of all these elements. It was with-
in the constellation of all services and skills that the best results
can be obtained.
In all the steps taken by the social vjorkers of the Mission, it
was evident that appropriate skills and unusual ability was needed.
As the science of social work grows, the skills required from the
social workers will increase. No longer is it sufficient to have merely
the desire to help as growing knowledge is necessary. But on the other
hand, although the \inderstending of social work has grown, the original
charitable impulse must retain all its strength and spontaneity.
was shown that although one may work within the structure of one’s spe-
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APPENDIX
Schedule Used to Serve as a Basis fo
Analysing Cases Studied in Full
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